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"Masterpieces aren't born, they are made."

That is why we at Daler Rowney Centre have put together the widest range of art materials to ensure that the hands and minds that will make the masterpieces of this century millennium will lack nothing essential to bring that commitment to pass.

Now for like minds to meet, then there must be a meeting place. That is why we have opened shop at Ilupeju to make ourselves and our tools for masterminds and masterpieces available to you at short notice. Now short a notice! As short as right here, right now.

Call in today and see for your self.

23 Ilupeju Bye-pass, Ilupeju, Lagos, Nigeria.
Tel: 7742764, 4709641, 4709642. Fax: 4932324
e-mail: khombined@micro.com.ng